
A Product of

MicroTab, the corrective and preventative solutions for sewer lines and lift stations. Each tab is 
made of a propietary formulation of vegetative bacteria, already in the adult form and does not need 
to go through the germination stage. This means, MicroTab works instantly -- eating buildup of Fats, 
Oils & Grease [FOG] in sewer lines and lift stations, turning it into water and carbon dioxide.

CCurrent methods of treatment, such as jetting and pumping, have a negative impact on the 
environment and municipal treatment plants. Jetting does not remove gunky buildup, it blasts  
greasy buildup further down the line, creating the need to pump it out. Pumping requires additional 
disposal of grease in landfills . Both methods are short-term solutions, requiring significant labor cost, 
the use of expensive equipment and operation, and do not offer a long-term solution. MicroTab is 
the all-natural solution for corrective and preventative maintenance for municipal and private sewer 
lines and lift stations. 

MicroTab by MicroSpring International is not a free enzyme based product which temporarily breaks apart
buildup, pushing it further down the line.  MicroTabs naturally eliminates and prevents buildup of material,
creating a byproduct of water and carbon dioxide -- it is safe for septic and sewer systems. 

Introducing MicroTab
A scientific approach to treat and
maintain fast flowing sewer lines
with the use of microogranisms,

not free-enzymes.

Turn build up of
Fat, Oil & Grease [FOG]

into water & carbon dioxide

Permanently remove grease
from collection systems

Reduce BOD’s and FOG

Reduce labor expenses & jettingReduce labor expenses & jetting

Eliminate foaming issues
in treatment plants
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Proven To Perform

“After a thorough product review, we 
found MicroSpring’s MicroTab to 
produce the best results, as 
compared to other products. We are 
not just planning to use them for 
grease hotspots, we using them in 
our pretrement system program 
throughout our 600 sewer throughout our 600 sewer 
authorities.”

Marcel Mifuraca
Cluster Manager
Ontario Clean Water Authority

“Within months we noticed positive 
results. MicroTab significantly  
reduced greasy buildup and 
foaming issues we battled with  on a 
regular basis.  It is cost-effective and 
proven to work. We will expand this 
program throughout our City.”

John FitzgeraldJohn Fitzgerald
Division Manager
City of London, Canada

“By incorporating the use of “By incorporating the use of 
MicroTabs in our prevention and 
maintenance programs we 
completely removed the FOG in the 
affluent coming from our head 
works building. 

Simply put...we love them!”

Al WalshAl Walsh
Municipality
Port Hope, Canada

Sewer Line and Lift Station Solutions
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